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By KEN rowrEit
Harry Von MI, tele%iSlOrl and
screen personality, told a nearcapacity audience in TH55 Friday that "Our nation has been
following identical patterns of nations that have been conquered by
the Communists, and our citizens
are unaware of the dilemma."
He said that deciding factor in
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CAME THE RAINSThe rainy season hit in earnest Friday, as
the year’s first big rainstorm moved out of the Pacific Ocean
and lashed California with winds up to 90 mph. Spartans got a
milder version of the storm, but enough to muddy up the various
torn -up areas of Washington Square. Here, an adventurous
Spartan navigates a stretch of "bad road" near Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Buildings and Grounds men later covered the bad
area with planks.

Faculty Senate Plan
Discussion Slated
By S.F. Professor

larylati liurchill, professor of
philosophy at San Francisco State,
will discuss the proposed statewide faculty senate at a meeting
in Morris Dailey Auditorium Wednesday at 3:30 p.m.
Churchill is a member of the
Phase II committee which is studying the formation of a state-wide
letan Trails" is the title of stated that season tickets for the faculty senate.
may
and
five
-film
series
cost
$2
Audubon
Charles T. Hotchkiss’
The proposed senate would be
Wildlife Film which will be pre- be purchased at the Biology store- comparable to the individual coldoor.
sented in Morris Dailey Auditorium room, S221, or at the
leges’ faculty councils and would
Thursday at 8 p.m.
Dr. Applegarth said. "These Pro- deal with problems which concern
Hotchkiss, a 1948 graduate of the grams are enjoyable to everyone all state colleges.
University of Illinois, has been af- interested in conservation. We welQuestionnaires were distributed
filiated with the National Park come all students to take advan- to faculty members for their views
this
opportunity."
Mctage
of
Mt.
Teton,
Grand
Service in
on the planned system. The Phase
Tickets may also be purchased Il committee has completed its reKinley and Everglades National
door,
cents
at
the
50
for
Parks.
port and committee members have
His film, "Teton Trails," covers
been assigned to the various state
Wyoming’s Teton Range, from itcolleges to discuss the proposal
with the faculty.
earliest inhabitants to present day
and future times.
Churchill, who is chairman of
the San Francisco State faculty
A dramatic and fitting elimax to
I
he
of
the film is the climbing
ostcouncil, is assigned to report committee finding to the San Jose
Grand Teton, the highest peak of
this saw-tooth range. The climb
When the Peacock, SJS’ 0(1,11 State educators.
requires about 2,000 feet of rope
-supplement to the Spartan Daily.
work.
campus newsyellow
the
reaches
In charge of the Audubon film
series is Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth, stands Oct. 26, it will have cost
SJS professor of zoology and sci- nearly $700 out of student fund,
eme education. Dr. Applegarth
Twelve thousand copies of the
colorful edition will be distributed.
Advertising students report they
Greek Show, an annual SJS feahave sold $1,400 in ads for the
supplement. Printing costs for the ture in past years, will return to
Peacock will run $2.100, leaving campus this semester under the
only $700 to be covered by ASH sponsorship of Theta Chi fraternity.
Coronation Ball bids will be: funds.
The last show with in 1959 and
;addable to students Thursday andl In comparison, Iwit year, when
Friday in front of the Spartan the color supplement was first in- was cancelled after that because
Itoakstore and Cafeteria. Bids are troduced in conjunction with the of conflicts with school -wide
25th an - March Melodies and Spring Sing.
free la student body card holders, journalism department’s
, niversary, it cost nearly twiee a s Last year, however, the two were
and alma a couple.
much to produce because of a lack combined as Spardi Sings and now
allow organizations ample time to
This year’s dance carries the of advertising.
theme of "Spardi at Sparta." ItH
work out programs.
will b. held Friday at the San Jose:
Greek Show is composed of
ar,1. Auditorium from 9 p.m. to
sketches put on by fraternities anti
1
sororities, individually or in comttalt Tolleson’s 15-piece orchesbination.
tra will play for the evening. AcSuggested dates have been antivities will be highlighted by the
ti’ unced as !Other Nov. 30 or Dee.
public presentation of the
"What do we believe when no.,
oecaming Queen and her court.
. recite creeds?" will be the till.
for discussion at a 12:30 lunche on
held tomorrow, Oct. 16, in the Fir,’
side Room of St. Paul’s Method’s?
Church at Tenth and San Salvadoi
Sts.
The Warld Series a isn’t the only
This will be the first in a serita thing called on account of rain
spon. ell constitutions and a list of Conversations in Religion,
Friday’s downpour also washed
, taeulty advisers and officers sored by the Protestant Ecumen- out plans of the International Rewill
..eognized campus organiza- ical Council. Future discussions
lations Club fIRC1 to set up an
.re due at the Student Ai- take place every Tuesday at 12:30. information and membership table
Ii , dies Office, Adm242, this week,’ All students are welcome to attend on campus
aceerding to Mike Harris, ASH and to participate. Price of the
Undaunted, IRC president Phil
lunch is 35 cents.
Attorney General.
McWilliams announced Friday that
mincampus
White,
Benton
Rev.
bach campus organization must
the table will be set up Monday
:t this information or be sub- ister -director of the Wesley Foun- in front of the Spartan Bookstore
converfirst
the
lead
will
be called before the ASB dation,
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.... if
.
111,1. L iiy hi, said. A loss of canmus sation.
it doesn’t rain.
baa,:ai., could be the penalty
According to Reverend White.
taeied out by the judi.idry.
tointirrow’s discussion will voncern
the various creeds of churches,
what they mean, or if they have
LaTorre Photos
any meaning to the student.
rie campus yearbook, La Torre,
Protestant ministers will he
has set up a photo schedule that
present.
Today is the fatal day students
hetans tistay, according to Busimay apply for Fulbright-Hays
ness Manager Ron Hall.
scholarship grants, reports Don
All the photos are scheduled
Ryan, assistant to the dean of
for the Inner Quad, but in the
students.
event of inclement weather, a
A meeting of the SJS Senior
Applieation forms are due back
schedule will he posted on La Class has been scheduled for 3:30
Torre’s door, .1117, Hall said.
I p.m. today in CH161, according to in Ryan’s oilee, Adm289, by 5 p.m.
iphomores pictures are due Brum Macpherson, president Eight Interviews by the Campus Fultoday between 2 and 4 p.m. Fresh - conunittee chairmen will be ap- bright committee will be held MonMen pictures will be taken tomor- pointed and a June graduation day through Friday.
chosen at today’s
nnv *Ind
Various grants are available for
from 11 a.m. speaker will he
to 1210 p.m.,
graduate study or research abroad.
and 2 to 4 p.m on meeting.
b"th days Juniors are set for
All seniors are invited and urged Further information is available
through Ryan’s office.
Wednesday, from 2-4 p.m.
to attend, said Macpherson_

Audubon Film Series
Debuts With ’Teton’

Ad Sales Cut
eacoc

San Jets

Theta Chi Plans
Greek Sketches
In Revived Show

Ball Bids Free
To Card Holders

Meaning of Creeds
Will Be Discussed

Booth Drowned,
Revives Today

New Constitution
Deadline This Week

Fulbright Grant
Applications Due

Seniors To Meet
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the battle with etxtununism Ls the
peoples’ ability to inform themselves of issues involved in communism.
In explaining what he called the
"Communist enigma," Von Zell
said, "Recognition of the responsibilities of citizenship is the business of every individual in spite of
his individual professional pursuits."
"The communist enigma," he declared, "concerns the fact that almost everyone is opposed to communism, but this "creeping mass
of deceit," still manages to dominate 40 per cent of the eatth’s
population and one-third of the
globe.

Former Red Pilot

Russ Expert To Open
Lecture Series Today
Ii
I.eon
. a Mtistt,v,
,-,ian-educated, American citizen
bo fled Communist Russia fol. 0 mg the second World War, will
this morning on "Russia and
rnited States
Can We Do

aeys
.1..
d Air
Force as a lieutenant colon.- !aking part in 56 bombing ii.n.-,ons
against the Germans.
Shortly after the end of the war,
he became dissatisfied with the
Communist regime and began plans
’I t to,: is scheduled ftir Morris to defect when he was reported
Dailey Auditorium at 11.30 a.m., dead in an airplane accident.
The one -hour lecture is the first
He came to America in 1945 and
of a series sponsored by the Col- nine years later became a citizen.
Iy.et
l.aa
are Committee.
The talk today will deal with
a brings with him it vast U.S.-Russian obstacles such as ideLEON VOLKOV
and power
. former Russian pilot atimuta of first-hand knowledge of ological,
Communist power, and is
politics, :a, d. reasons for cauio of the top American au- tious 01101111,111 such as kiloton
on Russia. He has served weapons, Russia’s economic probTELLS DECEIT
ivat
Slli
sweeka
at rs ed- lems, and the "Yellow Peril."
The former radio and television
since 1953.
Volkov has served as a conannouncer described the method,
During the second Maid War, sultant to several federal agencies,
of communism as deceit, treachery:
including the State Department
and subterfuge. He told how com:ind the Department of Defense.
munists pose friendship and off.i
lie has written stories for many
assistance to the people of the
American magazines. including a
country they seek to conquer
. sir penstory in the Saturday Evening Post
Countries needing help initiuIl
titled. "Stalin Thinks I’m Dead," in
-.dill, Flumeare against accepting aid because
which he predicted Malenkia would
. Q...,
manatee chairthey have heard of the way in
succeed Stalin.
"Voting tar the Queen will
which their homeland will be taken -1.
A book. "Land of Milk and
over. The Communist leader Li’ done by ballot Wednesday and
Honey," by William L. White, tells
system
promise that the country’s
Thursday; the student may choose
of Volkov’s life in Russia and his
of government will not be changed, five out of the 10 candidates,"
escape to the West.
stepThe
high
saitool
crowd
is
and the nation involved finally
she explained.
Volkov also meets Soviet diplodays
on
the
few
lping
aside
for
a
agrees to accept the aid. "This is
Voting procedure for the Queen Frank
"Record mats and officials in Washington
Darien show
the foothold that will eventually
accompanies Russian visitors
lead to Communist domination," and her court will be handled by Hop," tiaNTV, San Josel at 5:30 and
the ASB in the same fashion as to let San Jose State display its an tours of the U.S.
Von Zell said.
ieaular student body elections.
pretty Homecoming Queen candiMETHODS DESCRIBED
Booths will be located in front dates and relate campus Home if the Spartan Bookstore and coming activities to the comThe methods used in trying to
Cafeteria Wednesday and Thurs- munity.
take over a larger and stronger
Voting hours will be 9:30
Today. five of the semi-finalistnation were described by the ’t’
to 4 p.m. each day.
’ will be interviewed by Darien
speaker. Infiltration disrupts the
Large pictures of the 10 candi- The other five will be presented
unity of the nation and upsets
. Intercultural Council wal Mad its
standards of morality, he said.. A dates will be displayed at the an his show Wednesday.
first meeting tomorrow at 7:30
student
identification.
booths
for
show.,
Next
Tuesday
the
entire
few people then become aware o f
p.m.. according to Sharon Holly,
suSlittuhdet,n,tzsitttle
lion
dedicated
5:30
to
6:15.
will
he
this infiltration, he explained, but
council president.
thucrtgQedueetn*’’s f:\alsib"- as a "Spartan Salute."
are termed radicals by those who,Eighteen cultural, ethnic and
ion
show
in
Morris
Dailey
Audithat
day
will
Participants
on
are not aware of the danger.
foreign language groups on campus
Von Zell said that the people tailatil Tuesday at 7130 to -see be the Homecoming Committee.
ate members of the Intercultural
who do not feel this danger, feel lit,’ girls for themselves." Pro- , football players, yell leaders. the
that the trouble within the society grams will be issued at this time ASH president, several college en- ,Cuncil
sketches of the tertainniont groups, an adnanis- i: This meeting is open to all in is caused by a lack of effectiveness with descriptive
of the present system of govern- anls background and campus ac-1tration tit-halal. and the Home- : terested students, but member
. clubs are required to send repreicoming Queen with her court.
ment and they begin to agitate for Iladiea
discuss San sentatives. Miss Holly said.
These people will
Fail fasl, l
will be ’ ,’ tired
compromises with socialism.
tlley Jose State in general and Homefrom Jos.:1,’, .lignin Each y-ear the organization spon’PEOPLES’ GOVERMENT
reaming 1962 in particular. A film sors International Day, handles ford! a about the college campus will eign student orientation and brings
Once this controversy begins.
speakers to the campus.
a he :shown.
the Communists take up the cause
of the masses and the workeis ahri
turn them against the nation and
their fellow citizens. Mass hys’:
and emotional tumult take
and strong new leaders emeree
The SJS .,. :atm. of Phi Alpha
The people follow these leader,
, national honorary history
and a new "peoples’ government ’
01)1)1 C0 is installed. In a short time, the :: .’.iiity. is accepting
"peoples’ government" applies liii ’cuts for ntembership.
entrance into the Soviet Union.
Ta Is. eI,gittic’ 1 sludent must
and communism has made another hay e at least .1 :dot grade point
gain.
ay erna in ha’ars. and an over-all
Von Zell said that the problem dveratre ,,t d a. He must have
.!
tilts of history 1
of communism =1st be overcome taken :it
. ,sion standing..
by, "an informed citizenry with dn.! 1,,
- a liii ate oh hetavise 1
people believing that individual
.
who will complete
welfare depends .111 the genera,
d cassary 12 units of history .
yvelfare."
-"a-tester, may apply to bec’m’ provisional members.
"1.-.,nty units of lower -division
hi, n ,nities will he counted as 10
and, in history and will count ,
:.,I the necessary 12 history
limit
Interesteci students may pick
:p applications in C11224. Dead one for turning in application,
Dr. Thomas K. Cuream, direct. o is Oct
of the Physical Fitness Research
Laboratory at the University of II
linoim, will speak Thursday. Oct. ls
on whether physical fitness has
place in the physical dui -titian
.dit ana marehing band enprogram.
- far the Oct. 27
His speech will be given in Cat,
.raile are due in the
cert Hall at 8 p.m. Jointly
. law in today.
soring him as a guest speak,: .
elty entries may be is crazy
Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s tra- mondani.: band, a group of clowns
ternity for majors in physical edu- or a "novel idea appropriate far
cation and reereat ion. the Men’s parading, according to Al Md.’.
and Women’s Physical Education Homer:timing parade chairrnan
Departments, and the Health DeOver-all parade theme is "Spardi
partment.
Was There." Floats will depict
A capacity crowd of interested Spann at some historical mcnt
SOON TO OPENThe five -level $2,500.000 campus parking
students and faculty are expected
garage is scheduled to open in a matter of weeks. Today’s
Trophies are offered in each dito attend.
planned opening was postponed until the "finishing touches,"
vision. float novelty, marching and
including sidewalk paving and stairway railings, could be comDr. Cureton iS a member of the bands.
pleted. According to Glen E. Guttormsen, SJS business manPresident’s Council for Physical
Float construction begins Oct 22
ager, the new parking facility has enough room for everyone on
Fitness and through this position at the Santa Clara Fairgraunds
campus desiring the service. A $13 per semester parking fee will
has tested men in all the Olympic Entries ’mist be erimpleted by Ill
Gaines since 1932.
pm., Oct. 25, Mayhin said.
1 be charged and will be pro-rated for the remainder of this term.

Homecoming Hears;
Queen Balloting
Begins Wednesday HomeCOMIng
Discussion

Set for TV

ntercultural Meet
Tomorrow Evening

History Fraternity
Seeking Members

THINGS ARE LOOKING UP

Physical Fitness:
Has It a Place
In P.E. Program?

Parade Entries
Apply in Union

4.2J

Monday. Oct 11
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Thrust and Parry

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
lehten. because of space limitations,
will be limited to rnsirnum of 300
words, preferably typed and doublespaced. Letters exceeding this amount
either will not be printed or will be
edited to conform to length. The editor also reserves the right to edit
letters to conform to style and good
taste. Letters of personal attacks will
not be printed. All letters must in.
elude the writer’s signature and ASB
number.

By TIM BARR

Douse Riots with Vote Contest?
Three camps seem to have formed as a result of the skirmish
on Eighth street a week and a half ago. One faction says. ’’We did
It and were glad.** or. -Did you see that cop I punched?" ’Before
he threw the cuffs on me?
The second group says, "The people who did it are irresponsible. irreligious, and dim-witted, and besides, they don’t study."
Now for the introduction of the third camp. Why not harness
all vocal and muscular ability and challenge the City of San Jose
to a voting contest?
What is a voting contest? All we do is get the total number
of registered voters at San Jose State and find the total number
for San Jose.
Then, we figure the number who actually voted out of our
total registrants and match it with the like figure from the city’s
population.
,
The winner will be the one who corners the most number of
votes percentage-wise.
It would make great publicity. Can’t you see it now? "San
Jose State Takes on City," "Spartans Threaten to Tromple Garden
City.- or "San Jose Succombs to Spartan Invasion."
WHATC11AMACAL,LITT
Many a columnist has found untold reams of material in recalling minute objects of the past. All he has to do is ask in his column.
"What was the name of the part connecting the crank handle to
the body of the old pepper mill?." and he sits back, anticipating the
flood of mail he knows he will receive.
But in these days of filing of information, the need for questioning an item at a later time seems to be on its way out.
A professor of humanities at the University of Colorado at
Boulder has said that someday when the "monsters" of compartmentalization and stenographical science really mature, we will
have to build special buildings and campuses just to house records.
So, in the year 2.000 we may have SJS, records and the SJS campus.
Now, we know that a crane that puts up a missile is called a
gantry, and that the missile is fired from a pad and that the scientists and technicians observe the blastoff from a clockhouse. Some
columnist in 2.000 A.D., won’t have a chance to drag out the old
"What did they used to call it" line. Progress has seen to that.
NAME THE GADGET
But wait. What is the name of the ornamental gadget that
holds the plaque on the wall outside Morris Dailey Auditorium?
What is the name of the thing that gets water into your mouth
from the new step-pedal drinking fountains? What is the proper
name for the folding side of a book? What do they call the newtype horns on diesel engines?
Well, it looks as if we still lack something in our modern life.
That lack will no .doubt be exploited in the year 2.000 in the Spartan Daily, exactly to the year, if I know newspaper column writers.

TYPEWRITER
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De Gaulle’s Moves
Alarm Political Foes
It 1’1111. NEWSOM
l’P1 Foreign News Analyst
As President Charles de Gaulle
has reshaped France to his own
grand pattern, his chief weapon
has been the overwhelming confidence in him shown by the
French people.
On the other hand, French
deputies who, in a panicky moment in 1958, abrogated their
powers to De Gaulle to save
France from civil war have
grown increasingly restless under
De Gaulle’s open contempt both
for Parliament and what he considers the petty games of party
politics.
The result has been a series
of referendums which permitted
De Gaulle to by-pass Parliament
and take his policies directly to
the people.
In this way came the new Constitution establishing the French
Fifth Republic and others by
which the French people approved independence for Algeria.
UNCERTAIN OUTCOME
On Oct. 28, French voters
again will be called upon to ballot in a referendum. But this
time with a difference. Even De
Gaulle’s staunchest supporters
concede the outcome is by no
means certain.
The issue will he De Gaulle’s
determination to take the election of a French president from
the hands of some 50.000 privileged politicians and place it in
the direct hands of the voters.
De Gaulle has made a personal issue of it, threatening to
quit if the vote goes against him.
And for the first time, his

combined opposition sees a
chance to bring him down.
They started it with a vote of
censure which brought down the
government of the De Gaulleappointed Premier Georges Pompidou.
The motion accused De Gaulle
of violating the Constitution and
"opening a breach through which
an adventurer might pass some
day to overthrow the republic
and suppress its liberties."
REMEMBER NAPOLEON
Speaker after speaker reminded the French people that
Louis Napoleon. nephew of Bonaparte, made himself emperor of
France only two years after dissolving Parliament ond obtaining
approval for direct presidential
elections.
For his part, De Gaulle made
it clear he believed that only
through a strong president
backed by a direct mandate from
the people could France continue
to enjoy the stability it has had
since 1958.
There was a great deal to what
he said, for under De Gaulle
and his new Constitution only
two premiers have servedPornpidou and Michel Debre. The old
Fourth Republic had 26 between
1944 and 1958.
Worrying De Gaulle supporters, however, is the knowledge
that great national leaders not
always are honored at the polls
once an emergency has passed.
Past months have indicated a
growing restlessness among
French voters and opposition
leaders now ganging up on De
Gaulle are hoping to profit by it.

By ALAN BI-CKINGHAM
Ever hear of a ghost that
sings Daddy. at midnight? Well,
Stephen Ruckman of South
Ninth Street has just such a
ghost haunting him.
Moreover. Ruckman’s ghost
has noisy friends who take pleasure in dragging their chairs and
playing their radios in the early
hours. How did he become
haunted by these ghosts? It’s
quite simple.
Ruckman had found himself
an apartment, and he was very
pleased because the landlady had
,..i That the apartment

\

was as "quiet as a tomb."
When Ruckman moved into his
apartment he found that it was,
on the contrary, rather noisy.
Being an intelligent fellow, Ruck man figured that, the noise came
from ghosts, not his neighbors,
because only ghosts would haunt
a tomb.
Finally. Ruckman decided to
de -ghost his apartment by explaining the problem to the landlady. But every time he spoke
to her, she did not answer. Was
she ignoring him? No, he discovered, the landlady was partially deaf.
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May I ask Read just how
much he would be willing to endure for the maintenance of his
belief?
For example, consider the following hypothetical situation:
Prof: (Clearing his throat)
"As I recall, we were pursuing
the rather rocky beginning of
the American Republic under the
Articles of Confederation, and
"Mr. Read, must you manipulate that machine during my lecture? It is rather noisy, you
know."
Reed: "It does squeak, doesn’t
it?" (His young, clean anti
wholly American face is bathed
in a soft glow, resembling innocence.)
Prof: "Yes, and furthermore,
it is distracting the other students in the class. Would you
be so kind to shut it off?"
Read: "Now wait just a dadburned minute, prof. I’m an
American ’citizen and what’s
more I pay taxes, so I guess I’ll
just keep that machine going."
Prof: (Patiently) "Now my
boy, you fail to see the point in
question. This is a class in early
American history, not political
science."
(The professor reaches in silence for the wailing recorder,
an evil smile tightening his lips.)
CRASH!!!
(Silence permeates the room.
Then a soft, slow obviously
pleased voice is heard.)
Prof: "Would one student
please locate the maintenance
man? You had best tell him to
bring his full complement of
tools."
John Roach
ASB A6704

Reason, Logic, Fail
To Combat Emotion

Caro/ Lem Robertson
ASB A7917

’Meaningful Letters
Written on Ole Miss’
Editor:
I would like to congratulate
Paul T. Rufo and Sue Brooke
Hartley on very well -written
and meaningful Thrust and
Parry letters (Oct. 9 and 11,
respectively). They both reflected intelligence, an openmindedness and rationality seldom expressed on the issue of
integration.
I am in complete agreement
with both their views.
Ann Thompson
ASH A4215

Osrer $500

Money Orders

Postage Stamps

Bulletin Board

FLOUR

Editor:
It is becoming apparent that
Bob Kreps is an idealist who.
with his lofty ideas, offers
nothing to implement his plans.
So far, from his last two letters
in the Daily, he has implied that:
1. James Meredith should not

One of Shates Finest Comedies...
ANDROGLESS AND THE LION

Editor:
Intellect and logic, as applied
to racial prejudice, should

not

By George Bernard Shaw
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have enrolled at the University
of Mississippi:
2. A direct frontal attack
should be avoided;
3. Federal troops under no
circumstances should be used to
enforce the laws, federal or
state:
4. Intellectual p e rs u a si on
should have been used in trying
to gain Meredith’s admission to
Ole Miss.
Realizing that this controversial subject can extend indefinitely. I wish to end it with
a few questions for Kreps to
ponder.
1. How does he propose to
prevent certain qualified individuals from attending any school
they desire a
constitutional
guarantee
without modifying
existing laws?
2. When one Negro seeks admission to a school with an enrollment of 5.000, is this a direct
frontal attack? When all state
universities are integrated except
three, is this a direct frontal
attack?
3. Who would Kreps su4gest
for enforcing the law. federal or
state, during the rioting on the
Ole Miss campus? It’s easy to
say that if Meredith wasn’t there,
It wouldn’t have happened, but
this doesn’t justify the mob’s
action in which two people were
killed.
4. Kreps mentioned "Intellectual persuasion." I feel that a
few individuals in Mississippi are
in need of such. Would he susgest the University of Mississippi
for learning intellectual persuasion?
Paul Rufo
ASH A3643

Questions Directed
At Student Idealist

Red and Whits
Fr

Old Spice Stick Deodorant ... fastest, nearrgr

OIL

against dangeris a slow

ous

Editor:
In the Oct. 11 issue of the
Spartan Daily, John Read gave
a point by point defense of his
contention that tape recorders
should be allowed in the class-

Ghosts Haunt ’Quiet’ Student Apartment
In plastic!

Squeaky Recorder
Not For Classroom

In. expected to produce a flash
of understanding and instant
harmony’. I refer to the letter by
Bob Kreps, suggesting that the
federal government employ logic
and intellect to convince segregationists of their error rather
than forcing their acceptance.
Prejudice, by definition, is
rooted in emotion. It seems a
human fact that deep-seated
emotions seldom wittier instantly upon the application of reason. Unquestionably, education is
the only weapon
prejudice, but it
process. If the next generation
rises above the prejudice of this
generation by the slightest degree, we may measure progress
by that degree.
As a final point, the Mississippi question, as far as the
federal government is concerned,
was a matter of violating the
Constitution, i.e., a legal question, and was dealt whit on that
basis. The moral question is not
to be answered by the federal
government. The elimination of
harmful prejudice is to be handled by the educational process.
In the meantime, the job of the
government is to control this
emotion, insofar as it violates the
Constitution.
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Wheel Chair Trip Foiled
By Highway Authorities
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By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Exchange Editor

Flying Cards Cause Hazard
SJS Evaders in general deserve
praise for their mature attitude
in the card stunt section at football games.
Compared to their counterparts at the University of Cali fin nia at Berkeley, Spartan foot 11;111 fans have not confused
rowdyism with school spirit.

a problem which the students
themselves should handle.
Approval or disapproval by
other students is by far the most
effective method of eliminating
card throwing.

Last year, another Cal rooter
received an eye injury as a result of the flurry of cards which
were tossed into the air.
The stunt cards u.sed by SJS
are of a heavier type than those
used at Cal. Going by this, San
Jose cards are more dangerous.

Two musical programs are
again offered this week by the
Survey of Music Literature class
which meets each Tuesday and
Thursday morning at 11:30 in
Concert Hall.
Tomorrow Carolyn Butterfield,
soprano, will present a program
of classic and baroque music by
Bach. Handel, Mozart and Haydn.
Thursday’s program will feature a film of the University of
Michigan Baroque Trio playing
works by three sons of Johann
Sebastian Bach.
The class presents live performances by the music faculty, Bay Area musicians and
advanced students, as well as
selected films.
All students are invited to attend the programs whether they
are members of the class or not.
The class is directed by Donald
Homuth, associate professor of
music.

To date, only a few individuals
have taken it upon themselves to
throw cards into the air. Their
childish action met with the immediate disapproval of fellow
students,
Police surveilance of the card
section or a system of checking
out stunt cards before each game
are poor methods of controlling

For Quick Dependable
Service Com* to

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR

Lawyer Receives
Foundation Award

13 E. Santo Clara

NEW YORK (UPD
Dr. Edward L. Tinker, New York lawyer, author and historian, Friday
became the 19th recipient of the
Amerieas Foundation Award for
his efforts to faster affection and
mutual understanding between
the United States and Latin
America.
The scroll was presented by
Gen. Pedro Eugenio Aramburu.
former president of Argentina
and 1958 recipient.
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7teberhot Dat.00 end 1500 Medical
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motion to George IA. Campbell.
544 Maple A
Sunnwale.
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BACK HOMEBrad Da Pont returns to classes at SJS this
semester after his plans to travel by wheel chair to New York
were blocked by highway ,uthorities in Idaho and Wyoming.

’Androcles and the Lion’
To Open 32nd Season
Ge a ..O Bernard Sims, , "Andrioles and the Lion," will open
the Sprawl) and Drama Department’s 32nd season this Friday
evening at 8:30 in College Theater.
a,sociate professor of drama, directs
Mks 11:IiraFerb
the play. She deserilos it as "one of Shaw’s finest Comedies."
The stor:, is a portrayal of Christian martyrs in the time of
ancient Rt tnie. and a lion which one of limn befriends.
Shaw’s play is comedy, satire,
fairy tale and tiolitical expose
all rolled into (Inc.

Student To Play
Piano Selections

IleePiano mos.. of 1:a.11.
thoven and Chopin will be performed tomorrow evening at 8:15
in Concert Hall. by Sidney Gowdey, SJS graduate student.
The program, a master’s degree recital. will consist rif the
Prelude and Fugue in B flat
from the "Well Tempered Clavier" of Bach, Beethoven’s Opus
109 Sonata and the complete
Opus 28 Preludes of Chopin.
Mrs. Gnwdey is a gradunte ti
the University of Washington.
She has taught music at Olyinpie
Junior College in Bremerton.
Washington.
Mrs. Gowdey is a student .1
John Delevoryas. associate tine
lessor of music.
The pianist is the mother (It
one ot
three teen-age i1
;,1.% in.; in
whom is curlew.
England.

to noon.
Simplified. Inn widely applica..
hie techniques of weaving, jewelry and mosiars Witt be (tenpinstrated by three SJS art instructors.
They are David Hatch. Dr.
Robert Coleman and Miss Anna
13ellarian.
Those attending will have an
opportunity to visit each section
and ehoose the one in which they
will work.
The cost is $1 or $2 for four
different PA. A, pi ograms, (hiring 1962-63. Anyone is eligible
In join. Students rh
half those of the gene] at pin

Alerribers of the large cast include:
Gerald
the lion; Arthur
Conn. Andiairles: Zoe li;unitses,
Nlamtis. begNlegaera;
gar; Ann Morris. La vinia:
Charles Drew. centurian; Raymond r ions eia. captain; Jail:
Stockilal... 1.4.11tUIUS: Kevin Seligman, fslaiiIltis; Gerald Proost,
Ferroviosi James Tellefs on.
Spinto: Nit ’1< Lynil)eris. keeper
of the lions. Reginald Maloney,
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10 Speed Racing Bikes from
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,
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attempt to save a puppy
being hit by a truck paraDa Pont from his waist
when he was 6 years old.

A San Jrhtie State T-shirt as
his uniform. Da Pont was accompanied by Mel Canal, junior
physical education major, and
Stu Bartlett, sophomore engineering major.
Bartlett traveled ahead of the
group in a foreign car to check
on accommodations and inform
the press of their arrival.
FOLLOWED DA PONT
Canal’s job WEL% to follow Da
Pont in a converted post office
truck. The vehicle, equipped
with hunk beds, served as protection from wind, rain and
traffic.

Lion."
Ni’tittl III... flichard hussell. Serutor; Dennis Finiple. editor, Russell Holconil. Caesar; David !VicClellan. man in Etruscan mask.
The Christian prisoners are
Louise Wall al.. James
Gretehen Green. Sandra Emery
Ray 13 apii.t a. Litman Coad.
13iiion’t Bigelow and Louise \Vail.
floliert Franklin. Steven Barrett, Steve Trinwith and Larry
Aria, are the soldiers.
Ken Dorm designed the light Inc ;not J. lVenriell Johnson the
nitI.:Oh:fir settings.

59.95
BC,cri.c-ter

_ioornan.

Rick’s Bikes

69.95
1.79
.89
1.59
2.45

2238 El Camino, Santa Clara
(I Block North of Scott Blvd.)

1ild
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"Most people just crane their
necks and stare with a look of
wonder on their faces. Others,
the ones who have heard about
the trip, I suppose), get all excited, wave, wish us good luck,
turn around and pass by again
or stop to take pictures. They’re
the ones who make the trip
worthwhile and fun.

ssaiting for Mel to get bark
with the Hat fixed He didn’t
get back until 1 um. with bad
nev. 0.
Not only didn’t he have the
toe fixed, but the gas can was
lost t,r ’,IQ len and the bracket
in the truck!
to the d.rsmo
had broken, spewing clothes
es erysvhere Troubles. trouble,.
Also I lost parts of my regular
chair, the right brake and a
bolt for the rim. -

-,’’11,2

Newspaper men and cameramen stopped the caravan along
the highway for interviews. One
time Bartlett, who was traveling ahead, turned on the radii)
and heard Da Pint s tale on the
local news program.

MINOR ACCIDENT
The climax came when a minor accident was caused because
the driver paid more attention
to the wheel chair than the
road. The Idaho state Highway
Patrol then refused use of its
rofuts to the wheel chair vehicle.

TV CAMERAMAN
"Along the highway the CilITIPriiiman from Chimney 11) in
Sacramento took some pictures
of us under way. He asked us
what took so long.- he wrote.
Although most of the trio’s
days were eventful, Da P0111
stated there were tinexciting
days too, especially 11 days
spent in Nevada waiting for the
truck to be fixed after it threw
a rod.
Bad luck also crossed their
path. When they had been on
the road 10 days, the truck got a
flat tire.
wets’
Da Pont wrot.

A call to the Wyoming state
Highway Patrol ended the trip
not
when they said the’,
let him on the ,1
emote
Because there Wit!, !:,
route to Ness- Y"; r, they had
then deto turn back. The ,
cided to make the 1c s of things
and headed for the ’ss,i; ld’s Fair
in Seattle. Wash.
Pa Pont hopes to attempt the
:tler 1.;7,!
t,’,t

f,==1wrim.

HEAR!!
I)r. I. Edwin ( It-r. Phd . . .
of INford Uni% ersitv
at
Meinorial (Impel
Tues., Wed., Thurs
11:30

October 16, 17, 18

Sponsored hi, ’rri-C
Free lunch following lectures
at Tri-C Student Center
3rd and San Antonio
I),

ratinble Icr ronAultetion

Orr
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Get A Head Start

On Autumn!
The Magic
Mirror Beauty Salon
announces this special
introductory offer!
11 111:0 I 17.
NOW

During

the trip, the group
met many interesting people,
from a man who promised him
$100 if he made it to New York,
to SJS alumnae, to a deputy
marshal who told Da Pont he
would see what he could do,
through contacts, to get him an
interview with President Ken-

II

10

lodging
His log reads, -Our tiot-t
asked us to stay another day.
but we haul to decline the offer,
oxen though we hated to. It’s
been that way all along people
asking us to stay and we insisting on moving on."

Traveling on the shoulder of
the road, Da Pont waved back
to people who waved at him.
Ile wrote in his daily log. "You
know. it’s funny to note the
reactions of the people passing
us by in cars, trucks, and buses.

"Or again, maybe they simply
see more wheel chairs on the
road than I do and are unimpressed.LAVINIA ... Ann Morris plays
the role in the coming Production of "Androcles and the

(11:11.

Da Pont’s wheel chair was
specially built for the trip by
a Los Angeles firm. Valued at
$4,000 for parts and labor, the
wheel chair was partially built
of bicycle parts.

"The third category of People
are those who pass by and don’t
even seem to see us. Possibly
they think it’s impolite to stare
or possibly they are so hypnotized by the road they don’t even
See us.

Peugeot Automata
Black, Rear Book Carriers. Reci
1.69 N..
26 x 1 3/8 Tubes,
95 Now
26 x 1 3/8 Tires.
3.95 Na
Lightweight Saddles,
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Rosiness
Administration

Positions are in MITT OF WAY - the profession
of appraisal, negotiation, acquisition. and
management of real property - in the Division
of highways.

Ufl

NM’ York

,Thss country trek July 13 from

Economk

highways and water programs.

down

authoriWyoming

San Francisco. His dream was
It, reach New York by his own
hand-propelled wheel chair via
U.S. highways. But the state
highway patrols’ objections cancelled his trip after six weeks.

SENIORS

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT careers
in the State of California’s multi -billion dollar

and

Da Pont, senior business man-

RN

AND

to reach

agement

5.15 Art Department
’act as host to the Pacific
Assort:0nm. Santa Clara Valley
Branch, which will present a
public pre-Chrisimas worksh..p
on Saturday’, I so. ;pi, ft (tin 9

EVERYTHING

Da

wheel chair.

Th,

do

thumbs

turned
effort

Art Department
Sets Workshop

SAN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER CO

Brad

highway

Idaho

in

ties

Music Lit Class
Plans 2 Programs

Even from a monetary point
view card throwing is a costly
affair. A spokesman . for the
Berkeley Rally Committee estimated that 1,000 to 1,500 cards
are lost or mutilated after each
game.
The cost, according to the
"Daily Californian,- the CC
newspaper, varies front five to
10 cents per card.

still deter-

21 -year-old

Pont is hack at SJS attending

MOMMA DON’T APPROVE
Movie-goers at the Santa Barbara campus of the University
of California are in for a risque
double feature which may not
meet with maternal approval.
The crunpui . film series will
show "Forbidden Games" and
"Momma Don’t Allow" on the
sante billing.

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING

I In

Disappointed, but
mined,

classes after

At the recent SJS-Cal game.
a student in the Berkeley card
stunt section was slightly injured by a flying card.
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Peairly Salmi
South 4th Street
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nedy.
Acquaintances they made
along the road invited them to
VhD

I

T

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. ’UPI)
In less time than it takes to
read this sentence, a new Air
Force escape system can eject
a pilot from the cockpit of his
hint
have
and
plane
fighter
dangling in space at the bottom
of a parachute.
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houis F.
A report hy 1,1
Johns. .n Jr. of the U S Air Force
Selmol of Aerospace Medicine,
puts the ntsrational time of the
,,,t1.111 at 27 seconds.
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Japanese Customs
Charm SJS Seniors
Its NI %MAU.
SIAMOTO
EverN thing ts..
Ben Casey to
Zen Buddhism. Japan s got ’cot.
’Two San Jose State seniors spent
ti and a halt months this stun11111 in the -land of the rising
sun is part of the Pacific Neighbor sister ciO student exchange
tans, Nancy May 21
anci Jim Ammons.
Petaluna lived and toured!
taroilies in Okayama. Japan.
.i Jose’s sister city.
Nanct discovered the television
program "Hen Case
to be a main slat on the Japanese sets American programs are very popular in
Japan she said. They differ in
ccnb one respect
. dialogue.
TV APPETITES
Japanese families, Nancy noted,
like their American counterparts.
often eat their meals in front of
the television set.
Although Western influences are i

TEA FOR TWONancy May and Jim Ammons reminisce about
their summer trip to Japan over a cup of tea. The couple participated in the Pacific Neighbors’ student exchange program
with San Jose’s sister city, Okayama. Both are seniors at San
Jose State.

SJS Profs Receive
$35,000 Psych Grant

:/t;LW;614414A)

INSURANCE
PROBLEMS?
We Insure Anyone!
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The National I1t.titu02
,1!ntal
Health recently awarded
s:a000
grant to Dr. William Winter. SJS
associate professor of psychology.
and Dr. Antonio J. Ferreira, research consultant at SJS, for a
study of family mental health
problems.
The team will work in hospitals.
hales and homes during its anal., sis of "decision-making" among
:zanily mem bei s.
The two-year project will involve

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
tel ‘lad, at Hafr,

18

3 mos.

Mixer Planned
International students will be
honored Thursday night from 8 to
10 p.m. at the International Stu-lent Center. 285 S. Market St..
iccording to Lana Lawson, chairman for the event.
The evening will feature games
and mixer activities aimed at welsliming San Jose State’s international students.

R "RENT
USE
TO 011-.N. PLANACP
. 041.1111NESS MACHINES
’
AND CKFt.": E oinwiarset r

Third & San Censand,

jobber\ ct ion of 150 ramifies. rang ling from the untroubled to those
under crisis, and conclusions will
be made on various solutions to
emotional problems.
According to Dr. Winter, the
current idea is that most emotional disturbances are not plimarily
intra-personal, but are rather related to family and group corn-,
municat ion.
The researchers into the relatively untouched field of family
communication and problem-solving are interested in uncovering
how the healthy family teaches its
decisions.
Dr. Winter explained that the i
mental health field needs clues
from the healthy situation to use
in therapeutic methods.
If the research is successful, the
team hopes to find ways of treating families in order to re-establish
healthy communication.
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It 11 streatIN in the Lie.tern world,
there is still a strong feeling fur
the old culture and traditions
Jim was ahle to set a precedent
for visitors in that field. He was
the first foreigner to receive a
Zen Buddhist priest robe anti
participate in ceremonies at the
church’s headquarter in Kyoto.
The population as a whole has
blended the Western %Va.\ of dress
uith that of its own country. "They
are more fashion conscious than
use are in some respects," Nancs
reports.
(’its dress ranges from the latest
Dior -styled suit and spiked heels
to the traditional "kimono" and

TEA LESSONS
During her visit. Nancy took lessons in Bower arrangement and
the Japanese tea ceremony and
received licenses in both.
Nancy and Jim are the fourth
such pair to participate in the
exchange program. They competed
with 15 other students for the
honor of representing San Jose.
Language proved to be no stumbling block for the traveling duo.
"Most of the people know at least
a little English." Nancy said.
"Most of the student we met
were required to take English in
school and had been studying it
for more than eight years," Jim
explained.
"They were so anxious to practice their English on foreigners that
complete strangers would come up
and talk to us on trains," Nancy
added.
Despite the ease in communicating in English. Jim took lessons in
Japanese while in Okayama.

.
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Rally, Dance Set
For Thurs. Night
San Jose ikilice iiiirrtcl be surprised Thursday night when they
realize that San Jose State College has finally decided to get organized. At least, enough to have
a street dance in preparation for
Homecoming.
The dance will be held near the
women’s dormitories on Eighth
Street. A campus band will provide the music, and according to
Don Bevilacqua. Street Dance
chairman, the Homecoming Committee plans to announce the five
Homecoming Queen finalist, at till,

TOMORROW
Kappa Phi Club, Degree of the
Pine. St. Paul’s Methodist Church,
405 S. both St. 7::I0 p.m.
Intereulturid Council. meeting,
Student Union.
tcm.
Protestant F:cumenleatl Council,
meeting with lunch and (.11nVfI’Sil..
tion about the Christian faith, St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, 405 S
10th St., 12:,0 p,m.
Women’s it,creation Association.
C7ompetitive
miming. Wf;
450 p.m

4.

*JOHN OLEJNIK
4992 Borina Drive
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 253-1137
represenang
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
the only Company selling
ex( hisively

to College Men

Job Interviews
TODAY
North American Aviation, Inc.:
engineering, physics, business management and statistics.
1 Thrifty Drug Stores: any major.
I Owen’s Illinois Glass: industrial
technicians, mechanical engineers
and industrial engineers.
Tl’ESDAY
Standard 011: all engineers.
Owtn’s IllInois Glass: business
administration. and liberal arts.
International Business Machines:
any maim-.

Alvin Rudolf. assistain
sta
of sociology, will participate in the
lannual three-day institute tin pro! bat ion and parole in San Frafl.
cisseopunbesigwineinit nicgy Oct. 2u4h.h.ersil
the
California School of Social Welfare
and various correctional agencies,
the institute meets to discuss problems and solutions in the field of
’correction pertaining to administralion. practice and research.
Professor Rudolf will lead a
study section on the problems involved in research and correction.
He will prepare three papers an
the subject. titled "Frontiers are
Lonely Places," "Freedom to Create" and "Contribution to Service "
, Statewide representation of Practitioners in the field of correction
, will attend the function. Purpose
lof the meet is to update possible
solutions to the problems arising
In probation ant parole

(Ernst run. *hop
47 Nor*
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Stew,

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

98,

’

ALL
CARS

All Other Car Services
at Discount Prices
DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
65h & KEYES
CV 5-6 2 5 7

OPEN
TILL 9
STUDENT

Monday
Thursday
Friday

DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPTMENT

!tiled

Radio and rr.v. Supply Co.
HI,F,ALE

(\ 8-1212

DISTHIM TORS
1425 \\.

AN CARI r-

CRISMAN’S MARKET
(Formerly Chargin’s 5th St, Market)

Open Under New Management
Tr’e -near; that you e-loy most begin
riqht here with top quality Groceries, Fresh Meats, Breakfast Rolls,
Ready-made Sandwiches, and much
more

all at prices that

keep the food birls DOWN.
397 So. 5th St.
cm. to 8:30

p.m.

Open Mon thru Sat front 7.30
Sun. 9:00 a.m. to 9.00 0.m.

Women’s Reitruatlion Asmortfallion.

syrht onized 5w mm in 7. WI I
I,.M.
W’omen Physical Education main,
W(;23.
jort:. s rilleyfiall

TRANSMISSIONS
EXPERT
MOTOR
OVERHAULING

...fill is year ewe cam*

SERE’S ALL YOU DO TO WIN A MONSTER -RALLY KIT FOR YOUR GROUP:
Pass thi

AIl Premium Payments
Are Refunded as an Extra
Benefit if death occurs within 20
years after you take out The Benefactor, College Life’s famous policy, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
college men because college men
are preferred risks. Let me tell
you about all 9 blg Benefactor
benefds. No obligation. Just give
me a ring.),

IBLA,MIC
BUTTOli3

VAPID* OP BUNTING
... the goal. colorful kind
.
.

Pre-Reg Slated
For Ed Majors

Spartaguide

(See blow for
complete rules)

MEGAPHONES!!
_
,:
,J,...::3..........,..,
...

()

Student Body Presidents frau I and Out -ot-state tuition fees.
all of California’s state colleges Hauck indicated that the discuswill gather Oct. 20-21 on the SJS sion on out-of-state tuition fees
campus for the annual conference would be centered around foreign
tif the California State College student tuition.
Refer Johnson, former student
Student Presidents’ Association
body president at UCLA and
iCSCSPA!.
ASH President Hill Hauck will Olympic track champion, will atlead the presidents during the tend the conference as a repretwo-day conference. Hauck was sentative of the "People to Peoelected president of CSCSPA last ple’. program.
Some of the honored guests sat
spring.
The conference will begin at 9 the conference will be Louis Hella.m. on campus in a group ses- , Non chairman of the State Colsion followed by an afternoon lege Board of Trustees; Vice
luncheon. The student presidents Chancellor Don Muchmore; Robare scheduled to attend the SJS ert Welch. major of San Jose:
production of "Androcles and the 5.15 Vice President William Dusel.
Lion" that night. Sunday will be and Dean of Students Stanley
spent in group meetings and dis- Benz.
cussions.
A program of discussion is
planned for the presidents. They
will review the current situation
in college unions for state colleges,
the "overseas study" proposal
Wednesday is the deadline for
presented to the trustees this
siciindary education majors to
month by Dr. Glenn Dumke, State
pick up materials for pre-regisColleges Chancellor. and Propotration in student teaching. Masition 1A’s importance to state
terials may be obtained in N6A
college students.
from Dr. John Moody, professor
Also discussed will he the up- of secondary education, and Wilcoming statewide "student march" liam 13. Spring, assistant professor
set for Oct. 28. a "People to Peo- of secondary education.
ple" program for fiirei,:ri students.

’OSHIBORP
Their favorite custom in Japan?
The "oshilxiri." or wet hand
towel, used at the table during
meals.
The Japanese sewer system was
the only thing that met with Jim’s
disapproval. "They still have the
honey bucket system," he smiled.
"Most of the Japanese are very time.
pro-Western," Jim concluded from
his visit.
Clothes Drive On
"And the people of Okayama are
The annual clia hes Iii’, c’
csrsicially pro-San Jose," Nancy
Agnew State Hospital begins today
ided.
and will run through early December. The drive is a service project
International Picnic
of the Occupational Therapy Club
Scheduled for Oct. 21 according to Ann Warren, club publicity chairman.
campus international students
Receptacles fir the clothes will
:de invited to attend the Oct. 21 be situated in HH301. All Lisa, I!
American Family Picnic at Live clothing will he greatly app
c:k Park in Berkeley, according cited, Miss Warren said.
, Dr. Phillip Persky, foreign stu- - ’.rit adviser.
Interested students should sign
up in Adm201 by Tuesday. TransporYition will be available.
TODAY
Senior Class meeting. C11161.
3:30 p.m.
Sophomore (lass, poster party
with discussion of COP bus trip.
A105. 3.30 p.m.
Women’s !Recreation Association,
council meeting, \VG2, 4:20 p.m.

1....ialfaaisi
:

Student Body Prexies IT’rofAetstsord Parole,Ri nsdtoitf ue
Due Here for Confab Probation

THOROUGH

TUNE-UP

Automatic
Transmission
Adjustment
ALL WORK
GUARANTEED!

6 dg
$r

Automatic Transmission Overhaul
89.50 up
89.50 up
Cod -Olds
FordMerc.
99.50 rp
11930 op
Imick

Chevrolet

EXPERT
BRAKE WORK

AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS CO.

345 W. Santo Clara, CY 5-0287 ’,
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Xi, 7-0. Dennis Harvey received a
pass from Larry Brumer on the
final play of the game and ran 60
yards for the score.

In another crucial game. PiKA
The play that won the game for and Theta Chi fought to a scoreAF Nils a pass to Ed Grant from less tie. PiKA was close on the
to McGuire. SAE then held ATO trail of the league leaders and the
tie may put the team out of the
areless throughout the game and
race.
on.
DI’ ON TOP
Phi Sigs have now won three
Also close to the top of the heap
Rates without a defeat. In their
uric Thursday the league-leaders Is DU which now has two wins,
nocked off Cig Pi by a 28-0 mar- but two ties, too. Its second win
in. Clary Pyle passed for two of the year came against Sigma Nu
meltdowns, Tom O’Neal inter- which has now lost two games and
mted a pass and turned it into tied one. Dick Romine was in on
score. and Mike Davis returned a every DU score as he threw for
five scores and ran for one. On
ant for 75 yard and a tally.
Sicrna Chi got back on the win- the first touchdown, he ran five
ing imek when it shut out Theta yards for the score. He then threw
to DeWayne Holman, Steve Cornwall, Al Dart, Wayne Holbrook
and Bob Brady for tallies. The final
score was 36-0.

SAVE
& 3,

S-6257

FIR
OAL

?
lay

when they scored a touchdown with

Sig Pi downed Lambda Chi, 18-7.
Rex Zimmerman threw to Bob
Spear for three touchdowns.
Lambda Chi scored when Rod Masters passed to Ron Culler for six
points. The extra point was good.

In independent league action.
ODN blanked the Birchers, 6-0
The Moulder Hall B team and
Rainer’s Raiders dueled to a scoreless battle.

29
ETHYL

Monday’s action: DSP No, 2
plays DU No. 2, Pink Tub Annex
plays SAE No. 2, the Rebels play
"Libidos," AFROTC plays the Raiders, all in B league. In A league
competition, the Red Hoard plays
the Beavers. Moulder plays the
Cal -Hawaiians. Markham Hall and
Allen Hall duel, Army ROTC plays
Lad Manor. In the C division, the
Saints play the Pink Tub, the
Birchers play Moulder Hall No. 2.

9

PURITAN 011. CO.

Vandals Jailed on the try 1.4’ the
extra point.
In the third quarter San Jose
First brook
when
Walt
scored
blocked a fourth down Idaho kirk
and Jerry Ludy fell on it in the
end zone. Carter’s pass for two
points was no good.

The Spartans were unable to get
another play under way because of
an official’s ruling that when the
gun sounds and the offense team
commits an infraction, the game ,
Idaho’s touchdown in the lourth
is over. So the Spartans had to period ended the scoring and gave
settle for a tie.
I the Vandals a tie. It was a sloppy
With a minute and eight seconds
The Spartans opened the scor- , game because of the steal y rain
left in the game Idaho tied the
which turned the field into a quagscore at 12-12 and then failed to ing In the second quarter. They
had taken the hall on their own 36 mire.
kick the extra point.
late in the first period and drove
Mike Mayne tried an on -side to the Idaho 18 on eight plays, inkick which was picked up by the cluding a 13-yard pass play front.
Spartans’ 11111 Holland on the WS Dave Bonillas to Larry Doss.
-Ll’s
_Alitainled
40 and returned to the 43.
San Jose started the second pc Rand Carter went to the air in Mod with a five yard penalty
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
order to move the Spartans into offside. Bonillas then passed
Five Qualified Experts
scoring position. He threw sideline Pete Demos good for 17 yards to
passes to the Idaho 41.
the three. Johnny Johnson wen!
To Serve You
Carter passed to Jerry Colletto over center for two yards. hit the
for a five -yard gain. With time run- middle again for no gain and then
ning out he threw complete to Dave barreled over for the touchdovvn

only to have it called back for
backfield In motion penalty. The final score was tied 12-12 with the
Idaho Vandals at Spartan Stadium
Saturday night.
-Photo by Bob Hall

SPARTAN SOCCER-San Jose State soccer adion, as demonstrated above in an early season game with the San Francisco
Olympic Club, will return to Spartan Stadium tonight at 8 when
the California Bears test Julie Menendez’ Spartans. San Jose
is still seeking its first win of the season against the favored Beers.

State Soccermen Face
Bears Here Tonight
In an effort to install offensive
punch to his starting lineup, Spartan soccer coach Julie Menendez
has juggled his entire lineup for
tonight’s 8 o’clock match against
the highly-rated California Bears
in Spartan Staditun.
The Spartan junior varsity will
meet the California reserves in a
6:30 preliminary contest.
The Spartans, still looking for
their first win of the season, are
at full strength. Goalie Slobodan
Galeb has recovered from a badly
swollen hand and will be ready
to go tonight.
Another key change is the shifting of Veldts Svans from goalie
to left wing. Svans and Asman
Khan, who is now at right wing,
should give Menendez good outside scoring punch for the first
time this year.
Bill Poulos, inexperienced hut

Coach Stu Inman
Schedules Practice
For Cagers Today

Coach Stu Inman’s cagrcs open
practice for the 1962 season this
afternoon. ’Twenty-one candidates
led by five lettermen will be tryMAJOR OIL CO. GASOLINE
ing out for the team.
Leading the group of five lettermen are three seniors, forward
4t0 8, William - 6th & Keyes
Dennis Bates and Bill Robertson
10th & Taylor
and guard Bill Yonge. The other
two lettermen are guard Craig
Carpenter and center Harry Edwards.
Freshman coach Danny Glines
will also start work with his new
group of cagers. Included on the
frosh club are Pete Newell Jr.,
Mike Smith and Jeff Goodere from
Campbell High School, Frank Tarrants, Bill Clegg, Bob Griggs, S.
WANTED
FOR SALE
T. Safford and Ed Glowasser.
56 VW black: must see, call 00.4 Mother needs
d helper and
The varsity will open its sea-10 in Redwood City.
i
r d end coropensa- son Nov. 30 against Portland
o
pr ’able. 241.6736.
’ [. .
1
up in Oregon. The freshmen open
Ford. 2 dc. sed. $200. CV 7.1514 _
,. 6 p.m. R,:h lessen.
Wanted hasher - breakfast & dinner. the next day at Oakland Junior
3.8142.
College.
sac. Igo approved apt. contracts.
297.9131 eve.
Ride wanted to L.A. area for weekend 41Cfmc.tn’ette-rve
lean.s4
of Oct. 20, Carole. CV 7-6199.
, ,,ubcaps set of 4 ex. cond. $10.
..s 269-9042 p.m,
Wanted: woman student to share unap
apt with 3. 420 S. 7th apt 6. 293-5345
Lambrett., Gd. cond. best offer.
5. 10:h St. 293-9418.
Ride/riders - Cherry Chase
- -Cal after 6p.m.Y0 8.1868.
Austin A-40. $150. CV 3-6161.
to share - 1 male student;
AF Dacron SUTIVIOT unif. $10. Like Unapr. apt
inquire after 5. 617 S. 9th apt 13.
psnts 3102. Chas. 297.
2 hashers for morn and eve. shift (men
house) 295-7220.
F0-4
4 new tires $75.
(until you’ve talked to ’Bernie’)
,
PERSONALS
-oroth.

3

game Cartor threw a pass to
Walt Roberti, ha the end sone for
a TO but the play was called
back to end the gatsw.

six seconds remaining in the game,

improving Spartan fullback, will
start his second game at left full- Johnson three times for gains of
back, while Ed Zurnot will be 9, 5 and 15 yards to go to the Vanmoved up to the left halfback slot. dal four yard line.
With Nix emends left la the
Sajjan Hayre, who has been !
used sparingly by Menendez in
early season games, will get the
starting call at right fullback.
Dietmar Demeter, who can play
all of the positions well, will be !
at center halfback, while Gordon
Stroud has been switched from left
to right half.
Veteran soccerrnen Dave KingsA weekly co-educational riding
ley and Efiok Akpan will also be program is being offered by the
in San Jose’s starting eleven, while
Women’s Recreation Association of
Fritzy Stellrecht, Amagh Nuclica,
the physical education department.
Hilary Agha and Oscar Gutierrez
Eighteen horses are available at
are also expected to see action.
Coach Bob DiGrazia’s Bears the Alum Rack Stables for the
have won three of four matches, riding program. Riders meet every
including a league victory over Wednesday at 3:30 in the Women’s
the California Aggies. The Bears Gym patio.
Though there is a
an hour
and USF are co-favored to win
fee, there is a possibility that a
the league crown.
Pacing the Cal offense will be special rate will he available for
Jim Whitmore, inside left, and regular riders. For further inforcaptain Kim Choo, center. New- mation phone Pat Slocum at
comers Victor Pinzon, left full- 293-9972.

WRA Sponsors
Weekly Co-ed
Riding Program

AND
BEAUTY SALON

Bob Patterson’n PAT kirk wee
an reed uad the apartann led 6-0.
Tills Wall the fleet these thle year
that &IN had the lead at

-

S

4t5

P

292-0055

-

MM.

USED CAR CORNER

With the ball on their own 2’
61 Falcon ..
and fourth down, later in the pc- ,
2 door
clod, the Spartans went into pun’
61 Falcon "Future"
formation. The pass from rent,:
59 Chevrolet
was bad and Larry Doss wa4 door sedan
thrown for a loss to his own 1’
60 Chevrolet "Impala"
where Idaho took over.
They scored their first TD sr.
three

plays

Dale

Meyer.

over

left

guard

1,L.

Gary Gagnon fum-

bled the pees from center and the

, back, and Peter Weber, inside
right, have also been significant
in Cal scoring.
Other probable Cal starters
are: Alex Selvin, goalies; Enrique
Suarez, left fullback; Marcel I3oyreau, left halfback: Tom Weisenburger, center halfback:
Raul
Nebel, right halfback; Lothaire
Voegele, left wing; and Jide Ogunlana, right wing.

A weekly sign-ap sheet is in the
Women’s Gym. The first 18 signups will go.

is comming

Friday Oct. 26

Spartana

CLASSIFIEDS

Tastes
Great

DON’T
FLY
ANYWHERE If

ond.. best offer. Superfluous hair removed for life.
ton. R. E. 210 S. at. CV 4.4449.

Vs

mow

/ephyr-Model A -pickup.
n all very good. 269.
- ,-s.nhones. Koss. new, sacrifire.
radio equipment for trade

5

1 A

bicycle like

flew.

ding
ijd

Electric

Expert typing term papers. Reports-man
uscripts. also editing. 293-3085.

students. Ph 248
Cell Auto insurance for
2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 S. Monroe S

Tutoring. Esper;enhad tutor in math’
Ex. condition. 378-3336. ereti, and physics. 292-0855.
5 pm and 9 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND
,nd irrt contracts for spring
teturn to Charles Ross. 1 St
wallet,
CV 8.5471 after 6.
5, 124, 297 8097.
0.441: r men’s. I woman’s. $20
SELF WANTED
51S ’ light gray mans
n- No. 42, $35: Eico
work - v.1 e $1.50/hr. CL 8Weekend
$30: 4.drawer
i
,tied chair $8: cush 3188
peedkey. $10: large desk
TRANSPORTATION
535: male Siamese, pick -of
, good home. CV 53459
Riders wanted from Palo Alto area
Ho,s acrar led DA 3-8321,
RENTALS

Oa
hono,aa
’COD

SIR VICES
Typing -thesis, term papers, etc.
typewriter. Ph. 377.6498.

"ISO"

_

eddied roons
for Jerome"
male stu.
",- t -hen. 295.5261,
51" ’

MO*

net

brion, lure or unfurn. All
all util. fad. Quiet so...v.. 10 ron. from SJS.
$1006197.
kl

g.

I blorS cul
gss S. 5th. T 1

’rats

because
the
tobaccos
are!

Min-

CLASSIFIED RATES:
lino first insertion
25c
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Seed in Handy Ordr Blank
with Chock or Money Ord..
No Phon Orders

MAKE
THANKSGIVING
AND XMAS
RESERVATIONS

NOW!
call
CY 3-1 I 35
Dallas
Chicago
Detroit
Philadelphia
New York
Hawaii
Los Angeles
SAN DIEGO
(Hired, way plus

$60.00*
569.00" "44
$81.00"
$88.00"
$88.00"
$99.00"
Si 3.50"
$19.85*
el.

IMR TRAVEL1
40 E. San Fernando St.

"A BLOCK FROM THE S IS
LIBRARY"

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE
20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
Vintage tobaccos grown, aged, and blended
mild ... made to taste even milder through
the longer length of Chesterfield King.

CHESTERFIELD KING
TOBACCOS TOO MILD TO FILTER, PLEASURE TOO GOOD TO MOS

Cr le

[

FOPS
GENTLER.
SMOOTHER
TASTE

ORDINARY CIGARETII

KING

ILlAVTTES

ENJOY THE
LONGER
LENGTH Of
CHESTERFIELD
joxsijkl.N6

S 795
5 [95
52 25

(Class OF ’SI )
1199 S. Firs/ St
CY 2 758,

BeeeUtiful

OUT OF THE RAND
NEW YORK (UPI) - All-pro
tackle Roosevelt Brown says he
began playing football in high
school because "my coach thought
I was too big to be playing tram’ bone in the school band."

$t 495

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS

n

INDEPENDENTS

REG.

1,1

it has this year to winning a game

Phi Sigs Alone
n First Place

R 1U M

.o.

By JOHN HENRY
San Jose State came the closest

SPARTAN DAILY-5

15 1962

Oct

SAE,
As" result of ATO’s loss to
possession
le Phi Sigs took sole
first place in the fraternity divion of the touch football league.

aro

’Spartans’ TD Called Back,
Idaho Given Life, 12-12 Tie

sports
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CHESTERFIELD KING
The smoke of 3 Chesterfold King
crittvIr, a., it Mass
!homer looter lerixth
tizirooteS
smooth and gentle to you) taste.
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STARTS TODAY!
itiitut’Lltill’in SALE
halvititta 98’
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM

98’

COLOR
PRINTS

Dempsey and Firpo
1056 Bellows
Peaches, Grapes and Flowers
28 Bos
Green Grapes and Zinnias
29 Bos
Purple Grapes and Tomatoes
71 Bos
Brown Jug and Canteloupe
73 Bos
Harvest
244 Bos
Still Life with Bread and Pears
805 Bos
Sunny Cove
440 Bradbury
Ebb Tide
444 Bradbury
Sierra Morn
484 Bradbury
Still Life-Table
224 Braque
Le Canal Saint Martin
62 Buffet
November Evening
675 Burchfield
Mardi Gras
293 Cezanne
1 and My Village
833 Chagall
Setting Sail
493 Cook
’Pont au Change" Paris
1034 Corot
Wisconsin Landscape
599 Curry
Sacrament of Last Supper
710 Dali
Ballet Encore
306 Degas
Chargers
736 de Holesch
Courtship
737 de Holesch
Quartet
738 de Holesch
Mediterranean Scene
227 Duffy
Flying Geese
17
Ernst
The Church
685 Feininger
Sight of A Village
789 Feininger
Cathedral at Halle
830 Feininger
Port of Toulon
1022 Fries:
Blue Boy
64 Gainsborough
Solitude
492 Gasser
Tranquility
528 Gasser
Lover’s Tree
66 Gasser
Flowers and Bowl of Fruit
765 Gauguin
Hammer, Roof Garden
Glackens
; 057
A Walk in The Park
G 1074 Grund
Fox Island, Maine
G 1060 Hartley
Weather Beaten
G 1071 Homer
Village Avenue
G 1033 Hobbema
G
32 Ind. Temple Rubbing Dancer (A)
G
33 Ind. Temple Rubbing Dancer (B)
’’Pinkie’
63 Lawrence
G
Autumn Landscape
G 594 Lucioni
Sheep
G 788 Marc
The Purple Robe
G 514 Matisse
Sea Coast at Trouville
21 Monet
G
Acrobat on A Ball
G 272 Picasso
Still Life, Antique Head
G 398 Picasso
Three Musicians
G 565 Picasso
La Casserole Emaillee
G 592 Picas.,o
The Tragedy
G 613 Picasso
Boy and Horse
G 8 I 6 Picasso
The Matador
G 1066 Picasso
Le Pont de Pierre, Rouen
47 Pissaro
G
Composition
G 1026 Pollock
Cowper Madonna
G 828 Raphael
Vase of Flowers
G 1024 Redo,.
In the Meadow
G 725 Renoir
Flowers and Cats
G 1072 Renoir
Toll Collector
G 707 Russell
Indians
G 708 Russell
When Cows Were Wild
G 760 Russell
Mountain Retreat
G 494 Shumaker
Persian Pottery
20 Stewart
G
Dutch Landscape
G 384 Van Gogh
White Roses
G. 671 Van Gogh
Wheat Landscape
G 536 Vlaminck
Old Port of Marseille
G 646 Vlaminck
Wild Weather
G 676 Waugh
Kittens in Toyland
G 837 Weisgard
Pups in Playland
G 838 Weisgard
Autumn Sunset
G 242 Wood
Early Spring
G 553 Wood
Majestic Peaks
G 554 Wood
Along the Pacific
G 555 Wood
Mountain Stream
G 556 Wood

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

1.98

and many more
. . . at all prices!
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PLUS! A LARGE SELECTION OF FRAMES
CONTEMPORARY WHITE
& GOLD WOODGRAIN

NATURAL OAK

1 2 151A"
16
20"
18".24"
20".24"
24" 30"

1.69
1.69
2.19
2.69
2.98
3.29
3.95

1 1" .14"
12.’116"
SY;
131/2"
20"
16
18, 24"
20". 24"
24". 30"

70
94
96
97
99
100
101
105
167
38
20
79
189
190
62
30
33
34
203
204
207
208
56
139
63
35
240
179
180
181
68
42
182
183
184
194
197
198
69

Bender
Bos
Bos
Bos
Bos
Bos
Bos
Bos
Bos
Bradbury
Braque
Cezanne
Curtis
Curtis
Da Vinci
Elm iger
Kroger
Kroger
Kroger
Kroger
Moses
Moses
Ramon
Rouault
Savitt
Shumaker
Sisley
Spencer
Spencer
Spencer
Utrillo
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood
Yeckley

VP 1075
VP 639
VP 481
vp 484
VP 1020
VP 1020
VP
36
VP
44
VP 402
VP 591
VP 1034
VP 523
VP 524
VP 736
VP 737
VP 738
VP 1077
VP 685
VP 830
VP 360
VP
64
VP 624
VP 220
VP 715
VP 911
VP
63
VP 398
VP 520
VP 799
VP 1061
VP 1025
VP 609
VP 726
VP 567
VP 1035
VP 450
VP 494
VP
260
VP 260
VP 433
VP 691
VP
40
VP 385
VP 438
VP 798
VP 758
VP 554
VP 556

Bellows
Bingham
Bradbury
Bradbury
Breughel the Elder
Breughel the Elder
Buffet
Cezanne
Cezanne
Cezanne
Carol
Cosgrave
Cosgrove
de Holesch
de Holesch
de Holesch
Eilschernius
Feininger
Feininger
Foujita
Gainr,borough
Gasser
Gauguin
Goya
Kroger
Lawrence
Picasso
Picasso
Picasso
Pissaro
Redon
Renoir
Renoir
Sallman
Seurat
Shumaker
Shumaker
Utrillo
Utrillo
Utrillo
Utrillo
Van Gogh
Van Gogh
Van Gogh
Vermeer
Vlaminck
Wood
Wood

2 69
3 19
3)9
4.19
4 69
5 29
6 49

(Fro Framing with Purchas of Fram and Brush Stroke Print)
atent.).B..:Minnnirrica.sriT)7.1=1,

int21

Spartan Bookstore

"Right on Campus’
orrn*. qcr
--"a"
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Desert Foliage
Still Life with Tangerines
Still Life with Pitcher
Still Life with Bread and Pears
Still Life with Strawberries
Inkwell with Quill
Water Carafe with Fruit
Still Life with Storm Lantern
Still Life with Sunflowers
Anchor Bay
The Pink Table
Still Life with Basket
Old Swimmin’ Hole
Mill Pond
Mona Lisa
Fireside Comfort
Sweet Dreamer
Wake Up Time
Head of A White Cat
Head of A Black Cat
The Thrashers
Grandma Goes To The City
Puerto de Mortico
Flowers
Thoroughbred Horse A
Mountain Retreat
Canal de L’Oourcq
The Homesteader
Herder’s View
Late Summer
Le Moulin de La Galetfe
Thes Old Mill
Mountain Campers
Mill Stream
Autumn Leaves
Snow in the Catskills
Sunset Shore
Mountain Scene
Desert
Ann in a Purple Wrap
Fishing on the Mississippi
Shelter Bay
Sierra Morn
Flower Piece
Haymaking
Still Life with Melon & Pears
Landscape with Brook
Pot de Fleurs
Pont Au Change
Pvoilmlamgees et Oranges
The Challenge
Sovereign of the Seas
Chargers
Courtship
Quartet
T ua rtCel .urch
Cathedral at Halle
Quai Au. Fleur:
Blue Boy
Homea eP toert
Tam
Senora Sabasa Garcia
Madonna and Child
Pinkie
WStihIlitLe
Head
Clown
Citron et Orange
Pontoise
Large Green Vase
Girl with Watering Can
Woman with a Cat
Head of Christ
Harbor at Honfleur
Monhegan Gold
Mountain Retreat
Small Hostelry
Montmartre in Winter
S+. Severin
Rue Arthez
irs
Sunflowers
Field at Arles
The Milkmaid
Village Landscape
Majestic Peaks
Mountain Stream

16.12
I 31/2.151/2
151/2.13./2
151/V131/2
151/2,131/2
151/2’131/2
151/2111314
131/2,151/2
131/2 .151/3

16.12
14.11
16.12
12.16
12.16
12.16
14.11
16.12
16.12
11.14
11.14
14.11
14.11
14.11
11.14
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
14.11
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
16.12
20.24
20.26
24.18
24.18
20.24
30.24
30.24
20.16
2420
24.18
24.18
2418
24.18
24.18
18.24
18.24
24.18
18.24
16.20
24.20
20.24
24.20
24.18
18.24
16.20
20.24
24.18
18.24
20.16
30.24
20.16
18.24
18.24
16.20
24.20
2418
24.18
30.24
30.24
18.24
24.20
16.20
18,24
20,24
24,18
2418
24.18
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